Legacy

A Tribute To The Stampede Family

What other city in the world serves its patrons free breakfasts for 10 days, lines its downtown corridors with hay bails and rough cut, holds square dances in the streets, mock rodeos, gives white hats to visitors and sports city-wide western attire? The inspiration for this statue is the truth behind the momentum of the Stampede; it is the people that have made the last one hundred years possible.

Like the engineering feat of a majestic sky scraper and the many strong backs it takes to erect, so too has the Calgary Stampede required the hearts and hands of many. Looking back at a hundred years of Stampede celebrations, its legacy comes out of the sheer number people involved to create an all encompassing event. From the cowboys, to livestock, to volunteers, to donors, directors, and committees; to entertainers, young Canadians, and royal trios; to agricultural exhibitions, associated events, parties and interconnectivity ... it is all brought about by this one single event. Those that have given to the Stampede on an exceptional level, by outstanding skill, long lasting volunteering, or massive generosity are honoured here in ‘Legacy – A Tribute to the Stampede Family’.

These are the people, families and livestock that have created The Greatest Outdoor Show on Earth.

Calgary Stampede Founders
Guy Weadick
Patrick Burns
George Lane
AE Cross
Archie McLean
CP

Influential Individuals
Cappy Smart
Ian Tyson
Randy Avery
Joe Carbury
Warren Cooper
Patsy Rodgers
Margaret Fraser
Denise Yellowhorn
Terry Murray
Les McIntyre
Flint Rasmussen
Ruth Ann Rayner
Maggie Schofield
Jill Cross

Calgary Stampede Presidents
CM Baker
Nat Christie
Arthur Crawford-Frost
EJ Dewey
TA Hornbrook
Fred Johnston
Robert Matthews
AH McGuire
RW Ward
Charles Yule
AT Baker
Stewart Barker
Les Blackburn
RB Church
Weldon Copithorne
George Crawford
Donald Cross
James Cross
JF D’Arcy
Robert Dinning
Mervyn Dutton
George Edworthy
Charles Kennedy
RWA Laidlaw
Roy Alexander
Bill Gray
John Clark
Wynne Chisholm
Toni Dixon
Jackie Engstrom
Garry Holbrook
Bryan Hussey
Rob Laidlaw
Steve Hoon
Terry McKinnon
Mike O’Connor
Tom O’Leary
Dana Peers
Paul Polson
David Sibbald
Roc Spence
Glen Street
Bob Taylor
Dawn Farrell
Allen Hagerman

Legend of the Cowboys
Tom Three Persons
Pete Knight
Tilly Baldwin
Pat Burton
Breezy Cox
Harry Knight
Kelly Sutherland
Herman Linder
Wayne Colburn
Ron Scott
Ray Knight
Pete Knight
Norman Edge
Jack Streeter
Jackie Cooper
Clark Lund
Frank Sharp
Will Carter

2012 Board Of Directors
Bob Thompson
Bill Gray
Cam Clark
Wynne Chisholm
Toni Dixon
Jackie Engstrom
Garry Holbrook
Bryan Hussey
Rob Laidlaw
Steve Hoon
Terry McKinnon
Mike O’Connor
Tom O’Leary
Dana Peers
Paul Polson
David Sibbald
Roc Spence
Glen Street
Bob Taylor
Dawn Farrell
Allen Hagerman

Western Legacy Award winners
Guy Weadick
Jack Dillon
Dick Cosgrave
Winston Bruce
Robin Burwash
Keith Marrington

Arena Directors
Guy Weadick
Jack Dillon
Dick Cosgrave
Winston Bruce
Robin Burwash
Keith Marrington

First Nations of Southern Alberta
Siksika
Kainai
Tilikani
Tsuu T’ina
Nakoda

*Note: There are 169 names in total on this statue